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Abstract. In future ubiquitous communication environments, users ex-
pect to move freely while continuously interacting with the available
applications through a variety of devices. Interactive applications will
therefore need to support migration, which means to follow users and
adapt to the changing context of use while preserving state. This paper
focuses on the scenario of migration between two devices in which the
actual migration procedure is executed over near-�eld communication
(NFC) ad-hoc links. The NFC link is interesting as it gives the user the
perception of trust and enables service continuity in cases where mid- or
long-range wireless connectivity is unavailable. Based on an experimen-
tal performance analysis of a speci�c NFC platform, the paper presents
a migration orchestration protocol with low overhead and low delays to
be used with NFC links. Experimental results allow to conclude on the
sizes of application state that can be expected to be feasible for such
ad-hoc NFC migration.
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1 Introduction

Future users will be equipped with di�erent devices and expect to be able to
access personal services from any device, and even change device while using
an application. The process of changing the device during application use is
called migration. A migratory application supports pausing, extraction of su�-
cient state information to resume operation on target device, insertion of state
on target device and resuming of operation. The application may rely on mid-
dleware to handle control (start,resume) and transfer of state. The middleware
makes the application independent of underlying platforms and networks.

Traditional migration is conducted via high-bandwidth network links (Ether-
net, WLAN or GPRS/UMTS) and a central server to coordinate the migration
sequence [1]. However, using ad-hoc communication between devices and in par-
ticular the RFID based Near Field communication (NFC) can be advantageous
for multiple reasons: (1) The physical closeness required to create an NFC link
can be interpreted as migration trigger; (2) binding the migration to the physical
closeness can increase the user-trust in the migration procedure, as hijacking of



sessions by remote devices can be prevented; (3) fast connection setup times and
low interference probability due to its short range can be advantageous; (4) low
power consumption can make it the technology of choice in migration scenarios
triggered by low battery of the source device. In addition, migrating via the NFC
link may be the only option in scenarios of interruption of coverage of mid- to
long-range (cellular) technologies.
Migration over ad-hoc NFC links is however challenged by throughput limita-
tions and the potential short time-windows during which the communication is
possible. Our own preliminary experiments have shown that users expect migra-
tion to �nish within 3-5 seconds when using NFC. The estimates are based on
familiar uses of RFID and NFC, as for instance door locks or ticketing (which
require a small window to complete). The consequence is that NFC may only be
feasible for a small application state sizes, and we propose a protocol targeted
at maximizing the feasible state size.

Transfer of active sessions is a well-studied procedure in existing research on
mobile agents [2] [3]. The work in this paper is based on service migration, where
service is de�ned as mobile interactive applications [1] [4]. The goal of service
migration is to improve the user experience by a seamless migration. This is
di�erent from the goal of mobile agents, which is to autonomously achieve a
goal independent of the platform. NFC has previously been studied as a part of
di�erent application types; for service discovery in Smart Spaces [5], for tracking
habits in home health-care [6] or as information carrier in marketing such as in
All-I-Touch [7] and [8]. Similarly, NFC performance parameters are mostly user-
experience oriented; trustworthiness [9] and usability [10] [11]. Likewise, [12] and
[13] look into the security implications of NFC communications.

In this paper, we propose a migration protocol optimized for resource-con-
strained links, such as NFC. In addition, we determine the range of state sizes
that can be transferred within the available communication windows. From this
investigation, we present general performance measurements, which are also ap-
plicable in other contexts than service migration. We focus on the performance
implications NFC on migration. A detailed security and investigations of com-
plex user interactions are out of the scope of this work.
We present a migration scenario in Section 2 to illustrate how use of NFC links
challenges the migration architecture. Performance results of NFC usage are pre-
sented in Section 3 to obtain approximate magnitudes of boundary conditions
using NFC for migration. In Section 4 the proposed protocol for using NFC in
migration is described and implementation and evaluation of the protocol are
presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Background
Figure 1 illustrates a migration scenario. The user is carrying a mobile device
on which a migratory client-server application is running, for instance a video
streaming application. The client-part of the application is running on top of a
middleware on the mobile device; the client-side middleware collaborates with
support functions on the migration server. The client-part of the application



uses special interfaces of the migration middleware such that the middleware
can start, stop, pause, and resume the client-side application; furthermore, the
client-side application needs to use middleware functions to store application
state that must remain persistent after the migration has been executed. In case
of a video streaming application, the required state information to be transferred
is a URL, a time o�set and potentially media relevant information regarding
codecs, etc. which were received/negotiated in the beginning of the stream, for
instance as a session description protocol (SDP) pro�le [14]. Because the video
stream is not re-initialized when migrated, such information is not re-exchanged
between client and server, and must thus be transferred as state. A SDP-pro�le
is exchanged in clear-text, and its size can range from 230 bytes for a compressed
video pro�le [15], over 860 bytes for a raw audio pro�le [16] and upward for more
complex sessions. To avoid modi�cation of the server-part of the application,
the migration procedure is made transparent by using a mobility anchor point
function (e.g. a mIP home agent [17]) in the migration server to redirect data
�ows during and after migration.
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Fig. 1. A scenario of migrating the client-part of the application from the mobile device
to the large display.

The client-side middleware registers devices and applications on the migra-
tion server, which orchestrates the migration through the available network con-
nections. The users can search for suitable devices to migrate to and can trigger
the migration directly from the terminal. The basic migration scenario (without
ad-hoc links) from the mobile device (source) to the large display (target) in-
cludes the following activities (cf. Figure 2): 1) the user selects an application
to be migrated and the large display device as target; 2) the user triggers the
migration and the middleware passes the trigger event to the migration server,
3) the migration server orchestrates the migration using the client-side middle-
ware components, which include pausing the application on the mobile device,
extracting state information, transferring the state from the source device to
the migration server, initializing the middleware components on the target de-
vice, transferring the state to the target (large display in Figure 1), inserting
the state into a new application instance and resuming this application in the
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Fig. 2. Steps during a migration procedure.

original state, 4) the migration server terminates the original paused application
on the source device. Note that in the general case, the trigger can be generated
either by the user via a manual interaction or by the migration server through
an automatic decision based on general context information [18]. We focus on
the scenario of user-generated triggers. See [19] for more details.

Traditional RFID communication consists of a passive RFID tag and an
active RFID reader. The reader generates a radio frequency (RF) �eld to request
a response from the tag and the tag uses the energy in the reader's RF �eld
to respond. One NFC entity integrates both RFID tag and reader and thus
allows two NFC entities to communicate peer-to-peer. The NFC speci�cation
([20]) allows for entities to work as traditional passive RFID tag and reader for
compatibility, however, only the peer-to-peer mode is considered here, in active
mode, where all entities generate RF �elds.

NFC devices must be prepared for neighbor discovery, similar to the inquiry
phase of Bluetooth and the frequency scanning phase of ad-hoc mode WLAN.
An NFC device can have one of two roles; initiator or target. The initiator uses
its RF �eld to contact targets. The target only senses for initiator RF �elds and
does not turn on its own RF �eld unless requested by an initiator as part of
communication. A protocol using NFC must include at least one initiator and
one target to have successful communication.

3 NFC performance measurements

This section presents an experimental performance study of an NFC link in or-
der to obtain ranges of several performance metrics. These ranges are important
for the design of the migration protocol for resource-constrained NFC links. We
investigate relevant migration parameters: neighbor discovery time, transmis-
sion delay (round-trip), and throughput. The neighbor discovery time directly



subtracts from the time budget available for orchestrating migration and trans-
ferring state. The round-trip time message delay impacts duration of exchanging
messages during orchestration. The throughput is used to estimate how much
state data can be transferred during the remaining time budget. The setup con-
sisted of two HTC 3600 smart phones running Windows Mobile 5 and with
an 'SDiD 1010' NFC dongle [21] attached. The NFC dongles were con�gured
in active mode with 424 kbit/s PHY data rate. A �le transfer application was
deployed on both devices and one application instant acted as NFC initiator
while the other acted as NFC target. Since the maximum frame size was 186
bytes, fragmentation was implemented. All experiment where repeated 30 times
to obtain 95% con�dence intervals, which is shown with each result.

Neighbor discovery time was measured by placing the devices in range and
let the initiator search for targets. The initiator blocks execution while searching
for targets. The measured interval indicates the blocking time from the moment
the application started searching until the target was discovered and the initiator
could continue. The mean discovery time was measured to be 59± 0.8 ms.

Transmission delay was measured by sending the smallest possible frame size
(16 bytes header, no payload) back and forth between the NFC entities. The
delay is de�ned as a round-trip delay, i.e. as the time from starting the send
procedure on one device until receiving the response on the same device. For
two nodes, the average delay was measured to be 106± 1.8 ms.
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Fig. 3. Throughput measurements over NFC link

Throughput was measured by sending multiple frames continuously to mimic
a large application state object. The total size of the transferred �le was varied
between 10-660 bytes and the time was measured from the �rst event until the
�nal acknowledgment was received. Results from the experiment for di�erent
�le sizes are shown in Figure 3. The �gure shows that the throughput increases
rapidly with increasing �le sizes on the left end and then it converges to a value
around 3.26 kbit/s for values above 300 bytes. The throughput degradation for
small �le sizes is expected as the ratio between overhead and payload is relatively
high.



4 Procedure for migration over NFC

In this section, we propose an orchestration protocol that is targeted at per-
forming migration over a resource-constrained link such as NFC. We describe
the protocol details below and provide an experimental evaluation in the subse-
quent section.

The driving scenario is depicted in Figure 1. Some time period before the
user puts the mobile device close to the large display to activate NFC neighbor
discovery, the WLAN connection disappears so that migration needs to be per-
formed via the NFC link. The lifetime of the NFC link is limited by the window
of time the user holds the mobile device close to the large display. The goal of the
proposed migration protocol is to maximize the probability that the application
state can be successfully transferred within the available time window. In order
to maximize use of the time window, the protocol aims at starting the transfer
as early as possible. When the devices have discovered each other, the state is
prepared in the source device and the size of the state is exchanged at �rst.
After that, the state is transferred. Finally, when the state has been transferred
successfully, the application in the source device is terminated.
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Fig. 4. Fast and low-overhead migration procedure utilizing the NFC link.



In a scenario with a back-bone connection (such as WLAN), migration de-
cisions are made by the migration server and therefore clients spend much time
waiting before transferring the state due to communication with the server. Also,
when migration is controlled by the server, the transfer of the state introduces
overhead as the transfer is split into an upload from the source device to the
server followed by a download from the server to the target device. In our scenario
where the WLAN connection has disappeared, there cannot be direct communi-
cation between source device and server. This would have to be relayed by the
target device, which would be even more time consuming than normally.

In order to optimize the state transfer, delay and overhead must be reduced
and interactions between source device and server cannot be performed. This
requires that the decision to transfer the state needs to be made solely on the
target. Moreover, the amount of signaling messages between the target and the
source must be kept low due to the NFC round-trip delay. Our proposed protocol
to achieve this optimization is illustrated in Figure 4 and works as follows. Both
devices are assumed to have registered previously with the migration server via
the WLAN connection to establish a trust relationship. The large display is
con�gured as NFC initiator and the mobile device as NFC target. The large
display actively searches for the mobile device. When the user swipes the mobile
device close to the large display to trigger migration, the NFC initiator detects
the NFC target and triggers the migration procedure on the large display.

The large display requests the application state size from the mobile device.
To deliver this result, the mobile device must know which application to migrate
and its state size. Several selection schemes can be employed, such as choosing the
application which has the active/focused window, or the user can have selected
an application to migrate manually before the swipe, e.g. when noti�ed about
the loss of connectivity. The assumption here is that the mobile device knows
which application to migrate and that the application state size is known. The
large display then downloads the state object from the mobile device via the
NFC link. Once the download has �nished, the large display sends a termination
command to the mobile device, which terminates the original application. To
activate the application on the large display the application must be resumed
in the downloaded state. To avoid malicious stealing of applications/sessions
by using migration, the state object could be encrypted and hence the large
display would need to request a decryption key from the migration server or
have the server decrypt the state. This way the state download can be initiated
without having to establish a trust relation, which is both time consuming and
would bother the user. In summary, our lean protocol relies on decentralization
of decisions from the server to the migration target. The major decisions that
have been decentralized are:

� Trigger the migration when 'NFC-in-range' event is detected
� Use NFC for the migration protocol and state transfer
� Use pre-de�ned rules or user-interaction to allow the source device to identify

which application to migrate



As the role of a device in the NFC communication must be set before commu-
nication, a role selection algorithm must be in place. Selection could be based on
static rules, where all devices select a certain role or have pre-assigned roles. The
rule in a given scenario must ensure that roles are distributed in order to allow
communication. The selection could also be based on a random-hopping scheme,
where devices hop between the two roles and listen for presence of opposite roles;
initiators request target responses and targets listen for initiator requests. Due
to the scarceness of time in the scenario, we employ a static selection decided
by the device type: Mobile devices are NFC targets and static devices are NFC
initiators. The rationale is that mobile devices are typically power-constrained
where as static devices are assumed to have a external power supply is in the
case of the large display. As the target role requires less power than an initiator
the target role is assigned to the most power-constrained device.

5 Implementation and evaluation
To evaluate the feasibility of the lean migration protocol, it was implemented
using the same NFC setup as in the performance measurements in Section 3.
Here, one of the mobile phones acted as the large display. An additional goal
of the evaluation was to understand how much state information can be trans-
ferred within a typical swipe. The proposed migration orchestration messages
GET_STATE_SIZE, GET_STATE and TERMINATE were implemented as
simple string messages and the transferred state size was varied similar to the
throughput measurements. The results of one experiment for each application
state size in the range between 1 and 700 bytes are shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Duration of a migration consisting of orchestration signaling and state transfer

The results for the migration duration show a linear behavior over state size
S; a least-squares �t yields the relation delay = 2.1 ms

byte · S + 386ms which is



also depicted in Figure 5. The minimum delay at S = 0 is due to the required
3 message exchanges. A detailed analysis of the time stamps shows that each
exchange requires 106ms plus some processing delay. The inverse of the slope of
the line 1

2.1
bytes
ms = 3.8kbit/s is in the same order of magnitude as the throughput

values observed in Section 3.
The observed linear behavior can be used to estimate the limit on state sizes
that are feasible to transfer in a certain time window. For instance, assuming a
maximum time window of 5 seconds for the transfer, the relation yields a maxi-
mum S=2197. Based on this upper limit, the orchestration entity in the target
can decide whether to initiate migration when only the NFC link is available.

6 Conclusion and future work

This paper presents a solution for migration over resource-constrained links, with
the speci�c example of RFID based near-�eld communication (NFC) technology.
The main challenge of migrating an application over resource-constrained links
is to make best use of the limited time in which the link is available. The primary
steps of migration that can be optimized time-wise are device discovery, decision
to trigger and message exchange during orchestration, including transferring the
actual state of the application from the source device to the target device. In a
general migration scenario, all these steps are coordinated by a central migration
server in the network. Through an experimental setup we have shown that in
some cases, migration over ad-hoc NFC links is possible and feasible. This is
achieved by shifting the primary migration steps from the server to the target
device. By measuring the overhead of the optimized migration orchestration
protocol and the performance of NFC it is shown that the platform can be used
for migrating application state sizes up to 2000 bytes within an NFC swipe
window of 5 seconds.

Future work should include investigation of how feedback to the user during
migration (auditory/visual) may increase the average length of the available
time window. Moreover, for simplicity reasons, we have only addressed one-way
migration (from mobile device to large screen). The optimized migration protocol
can be generalized to handle migration both ways by introducing a few additional
handshake messages during connection establishment. The performance of such
a general protocol should also be investigated.
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